2001 toyota sequoia vsc light on

I usually put car in neutral , turn car off, then restart. This will reset the light. GuruZL7HW
answered 3 years ago. When both lights came on I put in park, turn car off then I cranked car
back up, so far has disappeared. GuruY4QHQ answered 3 years ago. Is it a design problem, can
it be disconnected? Its a real pain in the ass, with bandage solutions. I had the same problems
with a Lexus, they kept their heads in the sand with know solutions only to resolve the problem
on the next year model I have a Toyota Sequoia with the same problem. I tried one of the
suggestions, I put it in neutral, turned the car off, waited a few minutes then cranked the car
with it still in neutral and it worked. Peter answered 2 years ago. You have a defective yaw
sensor I believe. Get an icarsoft or other diagnostic scanner specifically for a Toyota will show
you the code in the ABS category As I recalll and it will point to this sensor located under the
console. Get a used one off eBay and forget about a new one. Easy fix. Plug and play. Good
luck. Let's do answered 2 years ago. It just happened to me in my Toyota Sequoia v8 4. I guess
it is a problem that because of the Mass Air Flow Sensor ir dirty, the engine has lower
revolutions in idle and the charge system lowers performance and affects some indicators. I'm
guessing here, but definitively, cleaning the MAFS solved my issue. GuruHYQ8S answered
about a year ago. Something else is the problem but the check engine light may not have come
on yet. Your vehicle will disable the traction control as a safety feature. For me, I needed a new
o2 sensor. Marc answered about a year ago. O2 sensor? Which one? Im pretty sure it didnt fix
the problem. Steven answered about a year ago. Try tightening or replacing the gas cap for a
hopefully cheap fix. HugeGrand answered about a year ago. For me It first started to appear
around k mi maybe? I assumed the heat was interfering with aged parts etc, but then My only
guess is that the computer s that manage this system may start to adapt or re-establish good
communications after say, a standard break service, or continued breaking in or passing of
interfering pollutants in one of these systems, etc etc I dunno I suggest continuing the above
low tec solutions already discussed, I tried them all and they mostly work somewhat , and then
wait and see a few thousand miles at the most. Guru1B3QG answered about a year ago.
Chiming in again, Im at around k and still no errors. I'm two inspection in as well. GuruPR4PB
answered about a year ago. The 3 lights: vsc off, vsc trac. O2 sensors, scanning tool. Luis A. I
haven't done it myself, but after a lot of research it seems to be something called "yaw sensor. If
this works for you, please let me know. Thank you. HugeGrand answered 11 months ago. That
was a very helpful link. It's a new one to me, and it seems appropriate and related as a cause.
HugeGrand answered 9 months ago. The lights came back! This time with a check engine light
instead of an E break light. I'm looking into this new issue now. HugeGrand answered 7 months
ago. Turns out to be a separate yet related issue One or both of The "Air fuel ratio sensors"
basically another bank of O2 sensors inside the engine have gone bad and since the engine is
very much electronically controlled, it's creating a cascading array of system errors. The only
way to fix it is to remove the top end of the engine and do someother misc part replacements at
the same time suggested service. HugeGrand answered 3 months ago. Major update!!!! I found
a great mechanic who was telling me the opposite of what all the other trusted mechanics
around my way, and similar comments above noted etc. I'm sure there can be mechanical
causes, sensor failures, vacuum leaks etc, but he suspected an electronic short 'confusing the
computer' and triggering a cascade of errors down the line. He used a lap top to do some crazy
electronic coms via the obd port and wayyyyyy above my pay grade. After making my truck do
all kinds of werid clicks and whirrs and bla bla, he discoverd it was a harness connecting the
two front O2 sensors. That was it. A simple short. For me this also explains how the issue was
random at first, then intermittent and had seemed to mysteriously self correct for about miles
I'm guessing till the short went full FUBAR. The short was related to a wiring harness that
connects the O2 sensors right behind the front manifolds. I figure it was slight wear at first, then
it finally gave way on a strong bump or something when all the lights popped on again. Happy
ending! So far. Michael answered 3 weeks ago. The 4x4 switch next to it works. My sequoia vsc
trac and trac off and ABS lights are on and have already replace the ABS and the yaw rate
sensor and did the zero point calibration and still didn't work and is making a noise wh Just
changed front pads and rotors on 07 Sequoia. Now vsc off, vsc trac, and brake lights are all on.
When test driving the brakes make a loud noise when coming to a full stop. I have a different
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was a beeping that I've never heard before that started and my VSC light lit up on my dash. It
lasted about a minute and then stopped. My VSC light has been on since. Whether I put it in
park, Neutral, turn it off and back on. Nothing makes it go off and now I am scared to drive it
going fast down a highway to work. Luckily when this happened I was only doing 45 mph and
slowing down to make a turn. We are original owners of our Sequoia SR5 that currently has 85,
miles on it. It was primarily used for family trips and has been garage kept until recently. It is
driven daily now. There have been multiple occasions recently when the VSC engages on the
vehicle with audible alerts and a grinding noise for no apparent reason. We have almost lost
control of the vehicle when it suddenly veers to the right and goes into a skid. Thankfully we
have both attended defensive driving courses in our profession and have been able to react
appropriately to the incidents when they have occurred in order to avoid an accident. I cannot
believe that Toyota has not made a recall on this for the 's. It seems that they don't believe that
there is a problem and it will take a tragedy to occur before Toyota does the right thing and
makes orders a recall on this. I am filing an official complaint with Toyota so that the complaint
is documented I the event that an accident occurs while we are driving the vehicle. We will most
likely end up disconnecting the fuses until we get a repair estimate to replace the Yaw Sensor
since it appears that it is a very costly repair. Oddly, I first had this problem at 60K miles. We
went round and round with the dealer. They finally agreed to replace the throttle assembly. I
paid labor. Not happy but it fixed it and good thing too. It was happening at high speeds and
made the car a death trap. No problems until K miles. The car runs well and is maintained. I tried
resetting the calibration with no luck and took it to a Japanese auto mechanic. They suggested
replacing the Steering Angle Sensor. We did that and it still doesn't work. It only happens at low
speed going straight on solid ground. It definitely isn't the true result of the VSC function. It
seems to reset after a day or so. I couldn't force it to reset. I've thoroughly investigated brake
fluid levels, gas cap, O2 sensor, and other obvious factors. This vehicle should have been made
without a computer! While driving at 70 mph, right front wheel locks up and smokes the tire for
about 3 seconds! We swerved into next lane, thank god no one was there. Has happen times
now. I pulled the 60 amp ABS fuse out. Problem solved. All three lights stay on, but we can
safely drive now without killing anyone or ourselves. If I put the fuse back in it is a death trap in
my opinion! I bought this Toyota Sequoia new, I'm the first owner I only have 83, miles, I notice
this Variable speed control problem just recently, I just wanted to know if there is a recall on it,
it is kind of scary driving it on the freeway, it suddenly [VSC] turns on with no reason and I
always hoping nobody will stay too close behind me, I have a VSC off switch but does not turn
off. I too had this very scary situation for months and months and was afraid to drive my suv.
The last time it happened was on July 5th, on the way home from a camping trip. It is a
backwoods approach to a problem that Toyota should have recalled long ago. Just driving
along, and feels like brakes grab - - jerk the wheel and VSC Trac lights go on. Problem has been
occurring intermittently for months. Can be at highway speeds, but also happens at any speed.
Very dangerous and scary. I just bought tis truck and I figured since it is a Toyota it would be a
great truck, and it is. The truck will suddenly apply the brakes sharply and swerve to the right
and the warning lights will come on and a buzzer sounds. I am pissed and amazed that Toyota
is ignoring this really dangerous problem. With this common problem so rampant, Toyota
should have a recall. While driving, if the trac control is switched on or off this suv will clamp
down on the right front brake, skid the tire, swerve the vehicle, 2 trac lights come on and it gives
off a warning beep for about 5 seconds scaring the hell out of me, the cars next to me, and my
family! Just started 2 weeks ago. Happens every time I drive It now! Once the event happens
and the lights stay on it wont happen again until I re-start the vehicle. Have not been to the
dealer. Saw the costs online! I really love this SUV. But I have a Grandson in the car with me
about all the time and when the vsc kicks in for no reason at all it about takes the control of the
vehicle from me I think Toyota should fix this problem with a recall.. I've read where newer
models are doing this as well I am the original owner of my Toyota Sequoia LTD and have had
on and off brake problems, but at the end of last year everything changed. While driving at
various speeds my VSC lights come on and my vehicle jerks to the right for absolutely no
reason and no warning. I cannot believe Toyota has never issued a recall on this major problem
and shame on them. If someone gets killed over this I hope they are put out of business.
Reading other comments similar to mine it is obvious to me they have been aware of this
problem. Why would Toyota choose to go down the path of GM? Fix it!! My wife and I both have
Toyotas, her's is a Four Runner. If Toyota doesn't do the right thing and issue a recall to fix this
huge and very scary problem we will never purchase a Toyota again. James L Porter. Like
Rachael B. This now has happened to me on 3 separate occasions within the last 3 days so
basically once every day now. Luckily it's been in a neighborhood setting so I wasn't going fast
and nobody was around. Then the grinding metal to metal starts and it won't let you use the

brakes or steering feels like it's pulling to the right and you have no control. I just let it pull me
to the side, take a breather and say a prayer and continue on home. I don't want to pay for this
repair and feel that Toyota needs to have a recall on this before it KILLS if it hasn't already. Not
happy and disappointed to say the least I would first like to start out by saying that this incident
was extremely scary. So, with that said, the husband and I are driving home from work. We are
about 3 miles from the house when the first episode occurred. We were driving down the hwy at
about 55 mph maybe a little less when all of the sudden the VSC Trac system light car with skid
lines starts blinking wildly and an alarm sounds frantically. The car jerks, power is lost like the
trans is slipping, and I lost control of steering as well as braking. When I tried to apply the
brakes very lightly I might add it felt like metal on metal grinding accompanied by jerking,
shuddering, and a strange clicking noise to the right of the steering column. I pulled off to the
side of the road, and sat for a minute. The lights went off, and the alarm stopped. We got back
onto the road, and at about 25 mph the same thing happened again. We pulled into a
neighborhood, and shut the car off completely. After a few minutes, we decided to try getting
home since it wasn't very far. I started the car back up, and got home without incident. I we am
very concerned this could potentially cause a fatal accident, not just with our vehicle, but
anyone driving a Sequoia with this problem. I must stress that when this happens, you lose all
control of your vehicle for at least 30 seconds if not longer. I also have to say that this is out
first Toyota, and this is the first time EVER that I have ever experienced something like this with
any vehicle. Scary and dangerous! I bought this Toyota on there good rep. But I had problems
right away, should have took it back to where I bought it and parked where the sun doesn't
shine. Anyway after front springs bent, rotting muffler, leaking exhaust main, rebuilt new diff,
bad front end vibrations at 30 to 40 mph, new front axles, shocks all the way around, new rims
and tires, not to mention all the other parts. After all that the ATRAC Vsc is the biggest piece of
Crap not to mention almost gets you killed when you pull out in traffic because it thinks its
losing traction, shuts the motor down momentarily. This needs to bee reprogrammed. I went to
Toyota and no help. It cost me 4hrs and all they would say that it did the same thing on their
mechanic but there is no fix. They said call Toyota and complain. This is how they handle a very
bad problem. Toyota is to worried about losing face. The first symptoms occurred when I
noticed my engine would stumble and lose power momentarily when I would go off-roading or
hit a pot-hole in the road Then one day I was driving STRAIGHT approximately 40 miles per hour
on a dry and traffic free roadway when all of a sudden the dashboard lit up and a beeping sound
went off The Sequoia then started pulling hard to the right and I had to fight to keep the vehicle
from veering to the right and hitting the curb!!! A load groaning and crunching noise could also
could be heard and felt through the brake pedal The pedal also starting pulsating and I had to
push hard on the brake pedal to stop my vehicle to the side of the roadway It was a horrifying
feeling that I did not have full control over my Sequoia After I stopped my Sequoia the warning
lights went off and beeping noise stopped My Sequoia seemed to have reset itself and was back
to normal I took the vehicle to my Toyota dealer and they found nothing wrong with the vehicle
Well, it happened a couple more times and I checked the Web and I found that many other
Toyota Sequoia owners have had the same problem!!!! Well' that was the problem and the
Sequoia ran perfect like a Toyota should but 2 years later it started doing it again I just pulled
out my ABS fuse and now my Sequoia does not do it anymore I don't have ABS or VSC but I
have had no further problems with my Sequoia almost causing me to crash into the curb or
thank goodness into any other vehicles was next to me or someone walking on the sidewalk
when this dangerous condition occurred The vsc traction control system engages in the middle
of driving. The car shakes profusely, loud beeping noise, jerks and acts as though it"s not
going to stop. I brought it to Toyota last week they replace front brake pads, resurface the
rotors, balance and rotated the tires. But that didn't solve the problem it happen again over the
weekend, This is a horrible experience I was on the freeway when the vsc traction control
system engages in the middle of driving, the car shakes profusly, loud beeping noise, jerks and
acts as though it"s not going to stop. I am worried for me and my family's safety. Please
advice!! I was on my way to an important Court Hearing and had to be there at 9 a. The traction
light came on and the brakes just totally failed. I had just put on new pads less than 15, and all
of them were disintegrated. Toyota are liars. They are killing people - no doubt. At this time I
didn't realize it was an ongoing problem - I had been experiencing O2 sensor problems for the 2
years up until this point but first time with traction control. I just paid the dollars to fix all the
brakes and I got a great deal for the product I received and low and behold 12, miles later the
same thing happens! Shame on those liars at Toyota!! Something bad should happen to them
for what they are doing to people intentionally when they know that there are problems. One
guy tried to tell me today they had an independent study done on the brake problems for the
carpets and that it never was a problem. Yeah, I don't know what he's smoking but I hope he's

not smoking it on the road! I was driving down Laguna Canyon in Cal
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ifornia at 65 m. The car starting to grab and swerve back and forth as the light for the traction
control came on first. I am sure that this ruined my brakes. They broke and Toyota wants to say
because I had brakes from somebody else that were top of the line better than stock Toyota
tough luck. Then they told me there are no complaints about this happening to Sequoias. I
thought I check and low and behold - this is just the first sight of many I saw. This is the second
time my brakes have broke or disintegrated from this happening. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Sequoia problem yet.
Be the first! Find a good Toyota mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your
zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

